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Advancing Grounded Multimodal Named Entity
Recognition via LLM-Based Reformulation and

Box-Based Segmentation
Jinyuan Li İD , Ziyan Li İD , Han Li İD , Jianfei Yu İD , Rui Xia İD , Di Sun İD and Gang Pan İD

Abstract—Grounded Multimodal Named Entity Recognition
(GMNER) task aims to identify named entities, entity types and
their corresponding visual regions. GMNER task exhibits two
challenging attributes: 1) The tenuous correlation between images
and text on social media contributes to a notable proportion of
named entities being ungroundable. 2) There exists a distinction
between coarse-grained noun phrases used in similar tasks (e.g.,
phrase localization) and fine-grained named entities. In this
paper, we propose RiVEG, a unified framework that reformulates
GMNER into a joint MNER-VE-VG task by leveraging large
language models (LLMs) as connecting bridges. This reformula-
tion brings two benefits: 1) It enables us to optimize the MNER
module for optimal MNER performance and eliminates the need
to pre-extract region features using object detection methods,
thus naturally addressing the two major limitations of existing
GMNER methods. 2) The introduction of Entity Expansion
Expression module and Visual Entailment (VE) module unifies
Visual Grounding (VG) and Entity Grounding (EG). This endows
the proposed framework with unlimited data and model scalabil-
ity. Furthermore, to address the potential ambiguity stemming
from the coarse-grained bounding box output in GMNER, we
further construct the new Segmented Multimodal Named Entity
Recognition (SMNER) task and corresponding Twitter-SMNER
dataset aimed at generating fine-grained segmentation masks,
and experimentally demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness
of using box prompt-based Segment Anything Model (SAM) to
empower any GMNER model with the ability to accomplish the
SMNER task. Extensive experiments demonstrate that RiVEG
significantly outperforms SoTA methods on four datasets across
the MNER, GMNER, and SMNER tasks. Datasets and Code will
be released at https://github.com/JinYuanLi0012/RiVEG.

Index Terms—Multimodal Named Entity Recognition, Visual
Entailment, Visual Grounding, Segment Anything Model.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIMODAL Named Entity Recognition (MNER) on
social media is a classical multimodal information

extraction task [1], [2]. Due to the abundance of informal and
brief unstructured textual content on social media platforms,
many studies [3], [4], [5] attempt to improve Named Entity
Recognition (NER) performance by leveraging multimodal
features. Compared with traditional NER methods that solely
consider text information [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], MNER
approaches demonstrate superior performance in many sce-
narios [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. However, MNER only
focuses on extracting entity-type pairs from image-text pairs
and cannot fully address the pressing needs in related domains,
such as building multimodal knowledge graphs and enhancing
human-computer interaction. Recent studies [17] endeavor to
conduct more in-depth extensions on MNER. As an emerging
multimodal task, Grounded Multimodal Named Entity Recog-
nition (GMNER) aims to extract text named entities and entity

types from image-text pairs while performing visual grounding
of named entities in form of bounding boxes.

The existing GMNER method [17] uses object detection
(OD) techniques to extract candidate region features from im-
ages. Then it builds a set of image and text multimodal fusion
features through the end-to-end architecture and completes
prediction of text named entities and entity-region matching
based on these features. However, there are two obvious
limitations to this method: 1) It compromises on MNER
performance in order to endow the model with the capability
to handle the visual task. 2) It heavily relies on OD models
to pre-extract candidate region features, and these candidate
regions may not always contain the ground truth visual region.
This results in a natural performance ceiling for this method.

Moreover, given the intricate nature of images on social
media, relying solely on coarse-grained bounding boxes to
locate visual objects may not always yield effective results.
As shown in Fig. 1, even when the existing GMNER model
correctly grounds named entities using bounding boxes, these
boxes may still include multiple similar visual objects. This
ambiguity is detrimental to practical applications.

To address the aforementioned issues, we propose a uni-
fied framework that aims to leverage large language models
(LLMs) as bridges to reformulate GMNER as a two-stage
joint of MNER and Entity Grounding (EG). This reformulation
directly solves two limitations of existing GMNER methods.
The first stage aims to introduce external knowledge appropri-
ately to ensure the optimal MNER performance. The second
stage aims to introduce the Visual Grounding (VG) method
to naturally bypass the limitations of the OD method and
avoid using difficult entity-region matching. Furthermore, to
address potential ambiguities in the grounding process, we
further propose a new Segmented Multimodal Named Entity
Recognition (SMNER) task and the corresponding dataset.
This task aims to extract named entities and entity types while
further predicting segmentation masks of visual objects. We
highlight the main contributions as follows.

Unleash the potential of LLMs in MNER by guid-
ing LLMs to generate auxiliary refined knowledge of
the original samples. Rapidly developing LLMs achieve
promising results in various NLP tasks [18], [19]. But recent
research [20], [21] shows that LLMs exhibit shortcomings in
sequence labeling tasks such as full-shot NER. Considering
that the amount of data and task characteristics make it difficult
to directly improve LLMs in MNER, we regard implicit
knowledge bases such as LLMs as auxiliary tools and explore
how to Prompt LLMs In MNER (PLIM). Specifically, we
construct a set of manually annotated samples and design a
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Fig. 1. Two examples from the Twitter-GMNER dataset. Multiple visual
objects are included in each correct box. There is a need to construct the new
SMNER task and dataset to predict visual objects at a finer level.

Multimodal Similar Example Awareness (MSEA) module. For
any new input sample, similar manually annotated samples
are picked out by the MSEA module for LLMs to perform in-
context learning and generate auxiliary refined knowledge that
helps understand the sample. Experimental results show that
the proposed MNER module (PLIM) exploits the potential of
LLMs and effectively addresses the limitations of traditional
MNER methods [4], [14], [15], surpassing current SoTA
methods on two classic MNER datasets.

Unified Visual Grounding (VG) and Entity Grounding
(EG) by introducing the LLM-based entity expansion ex-
pression and the Visual Entailment (VE) module. The En-
tity Grounding stage in GMNER is defined as determining the
groundability and grounding results of input named entities.
And the traditional Visual Grounding task [22], [23] aims to
perceive relevant regions in images based on input text queries.
Many VG methods do not depend on OD techniques [24], [25],
[26], [27], which means that unifying VG and EG can naturally
overcome the limitation of the existing GMNER method [17]
constrained by OD techniques. But there are two significant
differences between VG and EG: 1) The text input of the VG
task consists of noun phrases or referring expressions, which
is essentially different from the real-world named entities of
the EG task. In Fig. 2a, the VG method can understand “a boy
wearing purple clothes”, but struggles with named entities like
“CP3”. 2) In Fig. 2b, the traditional VG task only involves
groundable text inputs and does not involve any ungroundable
text inputs such as “Taylor Swift”. This means that VG models
always treat text queries as positive queries and attempt to
output grounding results. However, due to the habits of users
in utilizing social media, approximately 60% of named entities
in the GMNER dataset are ungroundable [17]. This means
that the behavior of existing VG methods [24], [25], [26],
[27] is undefined for this scenario. In order to achieve the
unification of VG and EG, we establish a bridge between the
two based on the above differences. Specifically, we bridge
the semantic gap between noun phrases and named entities
by guiding LLMs to generate coarse-grained entity expansion
expressions for fine-grained named entities, and introduce the
Visual Entailment module to enable VG methods to cope with
weakly correlated image-text pairs. Experimental results show
that this unification enables the EG task to significantly benefit

Fig. 2. Traditional Visual Grounding methods are not suitable for real-world
named entities or ungroundable text queries as input. To unify the Entity
Grounding (EG) task and Visual Grounding (VG) methods, we introduce the
Entity Expansion Expression module and the Visual Entailment (VE) module.

from existing VG research [27], [28] and helps train new SoTA
GMNER models.

The entire framework is endowed with unlimited data
scalability and model scalability by reformulating the task.
On the one hand, the existing 7k training data is limited
for the realistic and challenging task like GMNER. However,
once the GMNER task is reframed as a joint composition of
MNER-VE-VG modules, the entire framework can naturally
inherit the corresponding pre-training foundations of different
modules, e.g., about 6.1M language expressions and 174k
images [23], [29], [30], [31], [32] available for the VG module
pre-training [24], about 14.1M image-text pairs [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37] available for the VE module pre-training [28],
etc. Furthermore, since different LLMs provide diverse aux-
iliary knowledge and entity expansion expressions for the
same sample, the entire framework can further use various
LLMs to enhance the limited 7k training data to gain data
marginal benefits. On the other hand, wider training data
supports better model scalability. The entire framework can
naturally adapt to the relevant research and development of
any single module to gain more model architecture advantages,
and can freely select more accurate or lightweight independent
modules based on application scenarios to constitute various
variants. Experimental results show that all 14 variants of
RiVEG exhibit better performance compared with existing
baseline methods.

The new task and dataset are constructed to achieve
more fine-grained multimodal information extraction with
almost no performance loss. Since generating fine-grained
segmentation masks of visual objects can effectively solve
the ambiguity that may result from output bounding boxes,
we propose a new Segmented Multimodal Named Entity
Recognition (SMNER) task and construct a dataset that can
be used for SMNER task by manually annotating the visual
object segmentation masks of all groundable named enti-
ties in existing GMNER dataset. The SMNER task is more
challenging than the GMNER task, because the former not
only requires predicting the groundability of each entity but
also predicting the fine-grained segmentation mask, which is
more difficult than predicting the coarse-grained bounding
box. Although it is challenging to directly build a SMNER
model with acceptable performance based on about 4k ground-
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Fig. 3. Two paradigms of existing MNER methods. The Text-Text (T-T)
paradigm generally achieves better results than the Image-Text (I-T) paradigm
because it avoids the cross-modal attention mechanism that is difficult to train.

able named entity samples in this dataset, the emergence of
Segment Anything Model (SAM) [38] makes it possible to
solve this task. SAM cannot identify masked objects based on
arbitrary text input. But considering that benefiting from prior
knowledge of box positions and predicting the corresponding
object masks based on bounding boxes can be more effective
than directly predicting region masks based on text [39],
we integrate the capabilities of GMNER methods and SAM.
With the entity groundability judgment and visual localization
capabilities already possessed by GMNER methods, as well as
the outstanding zero-shot segmentation ability of SAM based
on box prompts, we demonstrate that any GMNER method
can be equipped with the capability to accomplish SMNER
task with almost no performance penalty.1

II. BACKGROUND

A. Taxonomy of MNER Methods

As shown in Fig. 3, existing MNER methods mainly mani-
fest as the Image-Text (I-T) paradigm and the Text-Text (T-T)
paradigm. Early methods mainly select the I-T paradigm [4],
[11], [12], [42], [16], aiming to combine text features with
image information by designing various cross-modal attention
mechanisms. However, these methods consistently constrained
by following two limitations: 1) The image feature extractors
(e.g., ResNet [43], Mask R-CNN [44]) used by these methods
are mainly trained based on datasets such as ImageNet [45]
and COCO [35]. There is a significant semantic gap between
the noun labels of these datasets and the named entities in real
scenarios. 2) There are significant differences in the feature
distributions of different modalities. And since the two classic
MNER training sets only contain 4000 [2] and 3373 [3] image-
text pairs, this disparity is difficult to reconcile by training on
a small amount of MNER data. Given these limitations, the
performance of some I-T paradigm MNER methods is inferior
to SoTA language models that only focus on text [14].

One particularity of the MNER task is that the introduction
of image information is designed to assist in understanding text
and eliminating ambiguities. This means that using implicit
features to represent images is not the only way. Using text
to describe images can still achieve the same auxiliary effect

1This paper is a substantial extension of our previous Findings of EMNLP
2023 [40] and ACL 2024 [41] works. There are three major improvements in
this journal version, which are detailed in the Supplementary Material. And
these will be added to the end of the introduction in the revised version.

TABLE I
TOPN-PREC@0.5 SCORES OF TWO WIDELY-ADOPTED OBJECT

DETECTION (OD) METHODS ON TWITTER-GMNER DATASET. THE
EXISTING GMNER METHOD IS LIMITED BY OD TECHNIQUES. BECAUSE

THESE VISUAL CANDIDATE REGIONS MAY NOT CONTAIN VISUAL GOLD
LABELS FOR NAMED ENTITIES.

OD Methods Top-10 Top-15 Top-20

Faster R-CNN [46] 59.87% 69.84% 76.11%
VinVL [47] 66.69% 74.62% 84.29%

in most cases. And when images cannot provide more sup-
plementary information for understanding the text, the intro-
duction of external knowledge becomes a better supplement.
Therefore, recent T-T paradigm research aims to solve MNER
solely through text. ITA [14] represents images using text
extracted from images. MoRe [15] retrieves external textual
knowledge from Wikipedia to assist the model in understand-
ing text. Obviously, the self-attention mechanism within text
modality is easier to train and more accurate than the cross-
modal attention mechanism. Although this series of methods
achieve more promising results than I-T paradigm methods,
they still have shortcomings. Specifically, these methods ei-
ther rely only on in-sample information and ignore external
knowledge [14], or are too redundant to retrieve knowledge
from external explicit knowledge bases [15]. Considering the
significance of external knowledge and the potential noise
introduced by low-correlation external knowledge, it is impera-
tive to devise an appropriately balanced approach for acquiring
external knowledge.

B. Existing GMNER Methods

The GMNER task is disassembled into the MNER stage
and the Entity Grounding (EG) stage for analysis. The MNER
stage predicts text named entities and corresponding entity
types, while the EG stage receives the predictions from the
MNER stage and determines the groundability and grounding
results of named entities. The existing GMNER method [17]
uses an end-to-end architecture to construct multimodal fusion
features of images and text and completes MNER and EG
based on this fusion features. But this method has two obvious
limitations:
• The MNER performance of this method is suboptimal.

This aggravates the error propagation in the overall prediction
process, as suboptimal MNER performance is more likely
to result in errors in predicting triples. The existing method
performs MNER and EG based on the same set of multimodal
fusion features, which results in this feature representation
being neither the most superior to the MNER nor the most
superior to the EG. Therefore, it is necessary to split the pre-
diction of named entities and the grounding of named entities
into independent stages, and further improve the shortcomings
of existing T-T paradigm MNER methods [14], [15] in MNER
stage to ensure the best MNER performance.
• The existing GMNER method uses object detection (OD)

methods [46], [47] to detect all visual objects in images, and
then performs entity-region matching between named entities
and all candidate visual objects. But as shown in Table I, these
classic OD methods perform poorly due to the complexity and
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF OUR PROPOSED TWITTER-SMNER DATASET.

Split #Tweet #Entity #Groundable Entity #Mask

Train 7000 11782 4671 5581
Dev 1500 2453 981 1163
Test 1500 2543 1029 1229

Total 10000 16778 6681 7973

diversity of images originating from social media.2 This means
that there is a natural performance ceiling for this kind of
matching. On the one hand, samples that fail to detect ground
truth visual regions by OD methods in the prediction stage
inevitably have erroneous entity-region matching. On the other
hand, the existing method treat named entity samples where
ground truth visual regions are not successfully detected by
OD methods as ungroundable samples in the training stage
(i.e., 7088/4694 to 8262/3520 ungroundable/groundable). This
exacerbates the data imbalance of the GMNER dataset [17],
potentially leading the model to bias towards predicting enti-
ties as ungroundable. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid such
entity-region matching based on OD methods.

III. SEGMENTED MULTIMODAL NAMED ENTITY
RECOGNITION DATASET

A. Dataset Construction

Since no dataset exists for the SMNER task, we con-
struct a Twitter-SMNER dataset as follows. The existing
GMNER dataset [17] accomplishes data collection, cleaning,
and coarse-grained bounding box annotation of named entities.
We further annotate fine-grained segmentation masks based on
this foundation. Specifically, we employ five annotators and
two experienced experts, and standardize the annotation tool
and rules.3 Each image-text pair is assigned to two different
annotators. For controversial annotation samples, decisions are
made by experienced experts. A tiny fraction of ambiguous
samples is removed during the annotation process. Two anno-
tations with IoU greater than 0.5 are considered consistent
annotations. The Fleiss score [48] between two different
annotators is 0.82, indicating a high level of consistency.

B. Dataset Analysis

We maintain the same partitioning as the Twitter-GMNER
dataset [17], i.e., 70% is used for training set, 15% for dev set,
and 15% for test set. As shown in Table II, the Twitter-SMNER
dataset contains 16778 text named entities. For the 6681
groundable named entities, we annotate 7973 segmentation
masks. This means that one entity may correspond to multiple
segmentation masks. Fig. 4 (left) shows that 43.9% of the
images do not contain any segmentation mask, 42.4% of the
images contain a single segmentation mask, and about 13.7%
of the images contain multiple segmentation masks. And Fig. 4
(right) shows that named entities of the PER type are often

2Here, TopN-Prec@0.5 is the proportion of entities where at least one of
the Top-N predicted bounding boxes based on detection probability has an
IoU of 0.5 or greater with the ground truth bounding box.

3https://github.com/labelmeai/labelme

Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of masks in each image and distribution
of groundable and ungroundable entities for each entity type.

present in images, while the other three types are not. This
reflects the challenge of the proposed SMNER task.

IV. METHODOLOGY

RiVEG mainly consists of two stages. The first stage aims to
ensure optimal MNER performance and further perform entity
expansion expression (detailed in § IV-B). The second stage
aims to reformulate the entire EG task as a joint of VE and
VG (detailed in § IV-C). We also conduct direct and effective
data augmentation on the overall framework using different
LLMs. The overall architecture of RiVEG is shown in Fig. 5.

A. Task Formulation

Given a sentence s = {s1, · · · , sk1} with k1 tokens and
its corresponding image v. The goal of the MNER task is to
recognize and classify all named entities in the sentence s. The
GMNER task aims to further determine the visually grounded
region of each named entity in the image on the basis of
the MNER task. And the SMNER task aims to determine the
visual segmentation mask of each named entity in the image
on the basis of the MNER task. The output of this series of
tasks is defined as follows:

YMNER = {(e1, t1), · · · , (en1 , tn1)}
YGMNER = {(e1, t1, r1), · · · , (en2 , tn2 , rn2)}
YSMNER = {(e1, t1,m1), · · · , (en3 , tn3 ,mn3)}

where ei represents the text named entity, ti represents the
entity type of ei (i.e., PER, LOC, ORG and MISC), ri rep-
resents the visually grounded region of ei, and mi represents
the visual segmentation mask of ei. Note that if ei has no
corresponding visual object in the image, ri or mi is specified
as None. Otherwise, ri comprises 4D coordinates representing
the top-left and bottom-right positions of the bounding box,
while mi consists of the binary segmentation mask. For
predicted visual region ri and segmentation mask mi, it is
considered correct only if its IoU with a certain gold label is
greater than 0.5. For all three tasks, only predictions where all
elements are correct are considered correct.

B. Stage-1. Named Entity Recognition and Expansion

1) Multimodal Named Entity Recognition Module: Intro-
ducing document-level external knowledge into the MNER
task is proven to be an effective approach [15]. Given that
external knowledge retrieved by the existing T-T paradigm

https://github.com/labelmeai/labelme
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Stage-1. Named Entity Recognition & Expansion

13 year old CP3 (PER) with Tim 
Duncan (PER). #NBA (ORG) 

GMNER Dataset

CP3

Tim Duncan

Named entities: 
1. CP3 (athlete)

Named entities: 
1. CP3 (basketball player)

Auxiliary Refined Knowledge

Named entities: 
1. CP3 (person)
2. Tim Duncan (person)  …
Reasoning:
The sentence mentions CP3 and Tim 
Duncan. They are both notable 
basketball players. The sentence also
mentions NBA. NBA stands for the 
National Basketball Association, which 
is……

Multimodal Named Entity Recognition Module (PLIM)

Manually Annotated Samples

Vision-Language Pre-training Model

Transformer-Based  Encoder

Entity Expansion Expression Module 

CP3(PER) 

Tim Duncan(PER) 

NBA(ORG) 

CP3(PER) – A basketball player, likely 

CP3(PER) – A well-known American

CP3(PER) – A 13-year-old basketball 
player whose nickname is CP3.

Tim Duncan(PER) – A professional 
basketball player.

NBA(ORG) – A professional basketball 
league in the United States.

Named Entity Referring ExpressionNamed Entity

Label: 
Named entities:
1. Gregg Popovich (person) 
2. Becky Hammon (person) 
3. NBA (organization)
Reasoning: The sentence refers to 
an interview with Gregg Popovich, 
the head coach of the San Antonio 
Spurs in the NBA.…

Text: Gregg Popovich was asked 
about Becky Hammon and the social 
progress the NBA has made. Vanilla MNER 

Model

Multimodal Similar Example 
Awareness Module

Frozen Large Language Model

In-Context Learning 
Examples

Prompt 
Head

Input 
Sample

Heuristic Enhanced Generation

Frozen Large
Language Model

Stage-2. Named Entity Grounding & Segmentation  

Visual Entailment Module 

GMNER Visual Entailment Dataset

Premise
(Image)

Hypothesis
(Named Entity 

Referring Expression)

CP3(PER) – A 13-year-old basketball 
player whose nickname is CP3.

Tim Duncan(PER) – A professional 
basketball player.

NBA(ORG) – A professional basketball 
league in the United States.

V
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u
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nt
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d
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(Named Entity 
Groundability)

Contradiction

Entailment

Entailment

Visual Grounding and Segmentation Module 

Tim Duncan(PER) – A professional 

GMNER Visual Grounding Dataset

Tim Duncan(PER) – A retired
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u
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CP3

PER

Tim
Duncan

PER

NBA

ORG

Entity, Type, Region Triplet

CP3(PER) – A 13-year-old 
basketball player whose 

nickname is CP3.

CP3(PER) – A well-known

CP3(PER) – A basketball

CP3

PER

Tim
Duncan

PER

NBA

ORG

Entity, Type, Mask Triplet

Box 
Prompt

S
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m
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M
od

el

None

None

Fig. 5. The overall architecture of the proposed framework. In the first stage, we create a certain number of manually annotated samples, then heuristically
guide LLMs through the Multimodal Similar Example Awareness module to perform in-context learning and generate auxiliary refined knowledge. Additionally,
LLMs are utilized to generate named entity referring expressions for text named entities, thereby bridging the gap between text named entities and noun
phrases. In the second stage, the Visual Entailment module is responsible for receiving images and named entity referring expressions and determining the
visual groundability of named entities. The Visual Grounding and Segmentation module is responsible for performing the final grounding of groundable named
entities and providing box prompts to SAM to obtain segmentation masks for visual objects.

Fig. 6. For a certain number of randomly selected samples, annotation content
involves predicting named entities, providing explanations for each entity, and
concluding with a statement on the image-text relationship.

MNER method [15] is redundant, and LLMs are difficult to
be improved with limited MNER data, we regard LLMs as
suitable external implicit knowledge bases for the MNER task.

a) Manually Annotated Samples: Providing appropriate
in-context examples is key to enabling LLMs to perform
effective in-context learning [19], [49]. However, this kind
of examples that can reflect the way of providing knowledge
expansion cannot be simply obtained from the original MNER
dataset. To address this challenge, we employ three annotators
and randomly select a certain number of samples from the

training set of the MNER dataset for manual annotation.
Annotators are tasked with evaluating and interpreting the
samples from a human perspective. Specifically, the number
of annotated samples is 200 for the Twitter-2017 dataset and
120 for the Twitter-2015 dataset. As shown in Fig. 6, the
annotation content mainly consists of two parts. The first
part aims to identify the named entities within the sentence,
while the second part aims to comprehensively analyze both
the image and text content, providing supporting arguments
for the identified named entities through the utilization of
external knowledge. Additionally, to address the weak correla-
tion between image-text pairs, annotators also need to specify
whether named entities are reflected in the image during
the annotation process. Through the aforementioned manually
annotated samples, we address the challenge of acquiring in-
context examples. Such examples can better guide LLMs to
imitate and generate more valuable outputs.

b) Multimodal Similar Example Awareness Module: We
design a Multimodal Similar Example Awareness (MSEA)
module to adaptively select relevant manually annotated sam-
ples for different input samples. Since the prediction of MNER
relies on the joint interaction of textual and visual information,
we use the similarity between the multimodal fusion features
of samples as the evaluation criterion for similar examples.
And these fusion features can be naturally obtained from
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previous vanilla MNER models. Denote the original MNER
dataset as DMNER, the subset of samples randomly selected
from DMNER for annotation as AMNER, and the manually
annotated samples dataset as A′

MNER:

DMNER = {(s1,v1), · · · , (sm1
,vm1

)}
AMNER = {(s1,v1), · · · , (sm2

,vm2
)}

A
′

MNER = {(s1,v1,a1), · · · , (sm2
,vm2

,am2
)}

where si and vi represent the sentence and image, ai rep-
resents the corresponding manually annotated content. The
multimodal encoder Mb of the vanilla MNER model based
on dataset DMNER is utilized to construct multimodal fusion
features for image-text pairs:

FD = Mb(DMNER),FA = Mb(AMNER)

where FD = {f1, · · · ,fm1
} and FA = {f1, · · · ,fm2

} repre-
sent multimodal fusion features of input samples and annotated
samples. Considering that samples with similar features in
high-dimensional space have greater pattern similarity, we
compute the cosine similarity between the fusion features of
any input sample fj ∈ FD and all annotated samples fi ∈ FA:

Ij = argTopN
i∈{1,2,...,m2}

fT
j fi

∥fj∥2∥fi∥2
where j ∈ {1, · · · ,m1} and Ij is the index set of top-
N similar annotated samples of fj . For any input sample
(sj ,vj) ∈ DMNER, the set of in-context examples Cj used
to guide LLMs to generate auxiliary knowledge is defined as:

Cj = {(si,vi,ai) | i ∈ Ij}

where (si,vi,ai) ∈ A′

MNER. Note that the multimodal fusion
features of all manually annotated samples can be calculated
and stored in advance to achieve more effective awareness of
similar examples.

c) Heuristic Enhanced Generation: Once the set of in-
context examples C of the input sample is determined with the
assistance of the MSEA module, the complete heuristic prompt
content is established to activate the ability of LLMs for in-
context learning in MNER. For any input sample (sj ,vj) ∈
DMNER, a fixed prompt head, a set of in-context examples
Cj , along with the input sample itself, constitute the complete
input for LLMs. The prompt head is designed to describe the
MNER task using natural language. In-context examples and
the input sample are formulated as the following template:

Text: {Sentence}
Image: {Image Description}
Question: Comprehensively analyze the Text and the Image,
which named entities and their corresponding types are
included in the Text? Explain the reason for your judgment.
Answer: {External Annotation}

where {Image Description} is the image description
of vj obtained using the multimodal pre-training model,
{Sentence} is the original text sj . For the in-context example,
{External Annotation} is the manually annotated content,
while for the new input sample, {External Annotation} is
empty for LLMs to generate responses. Note that for the same
input sample, the same algorithm is applied to different LLMs.
This can generate different styles of auxiliary refined knowl-
edge for the same sample and achieve data augmentation.

d) Entity Prediction Based on Auxiliary Refined Knowl-
edge: The auxiliary refined knowledge generated by LLMs
with k2 tokens is defined as z = {z1, · · · , zk2}. The input
to the transformer-based encoder is the concatenation of the
original text s and z:

embed([s; z]) = {h1, · · · , hk1
, · · · , hk1+k2

}

where h = {h1, · · · , hk1} is the obtained original text feature
integrated with external knowledge. The linear-chain Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) [50] receives the text feature h
and generates the prediction sequence y = {y1, · · · , yk1

}:

P (y|s, z) =

k1∏
i=1

ψ(yi−1, yi, hi)

∑
y′∈Y

k1∏
i=1

ψ(y′i−1, y
′
i, hi)

where ψ is the potential function, Y is the set of all possible
label sequences given the input s and z. Finally, negative log-
likelihood (NLL) as the loss function for the input sequence
with gold labels y∗:

LMNER-NLL(θ) = − logPθ(y
∗|s, z)

where θ is the model parameters. Note that since this step only
involves a single text modality, the method here is not unique
and can be naturally adapted to any improved knowledge-
based NER methods.

2) Entity Expansion Expression Module: In order to bridge
the difference between real-world named entities and noun
phrases, we design the Entity Expansion Expression module to
further guide LLMs to reformulate fine-grained named entities
into coarse-grained entity expansion expressions. Specifically,
we formulate all named entities into the following template:

Background: {Image Description}
Text: {Sentence}
Question: In the context of the provided information, tell me
briefly what is the {Named Entity} in the Text?
Answer: {Entity Expansion Expression}

where {Entity Expansion Expression} is the answer gen-
erated by LLMs. Different from the process of generating
auxiliary refined knowledge, since the length of entity expan-
sion expression is much shorter than that of auxiliary refined
knowledge, the awareness of similar examples is no longer
involved here. Instead, a small set of fixed in-context examples
is employed. Finally, we concatenate named entities, entity
types, and entity expansion expressions generated by LLMs
in the following format to form the final named entity refer-
ring expressions: Named Entity (Entity Type)− Entity
Expansion Expression. Likewise, different LLMs are uti-
lized to generate diverse expansion expressions for the same
named entity, effectively achieving data augmentation.

C. Stage-2. Named Entity Grounding and Segmentation

Through the above processing, the entire GMNER task can
be naturally redefined as the MNER-VE-VG task. Due to the
abundance of existing research on VE [51], [28], [27], [52]
and VG [24], [25], [26], [27], the method at this stage is also
not unique. Note that this study emphasizes the coordination
between various modules rather than alterations in the model
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architecture. Because one of our primary motivations is to
explore how to effectively inherit the pre-training foundation
of related research in the GMNER task with very limited
training data, thereby giving the entire framework unlimited
model scalability and data scalability.

1) Visual Entailment Module: Our experimental results
show that when SoTA VG methods are directly fine-tuned
using the Twitter-GMNER training set [17], these methods
achieve Prec@0.5 scores of 21.87% [27] and 9.23% [24] on
the Twitter-GMNER test set.4 This demonstrates the difficulty
of endowing existing VG methods with the capability to handle
the ungroundable text input through direct fine-tuning with
limited GMNER data. To address the disparity between VG
methods and the EG task, we introduce the Visual Entailment
(VE) module. Classic VE task [51] defines the VE dataset as:

DVE = {(v1, s1, l1), · · · , (vt1 , st1 , lt1)}

where vi is the image premise, si is the text hypothesis, and
li is the class label. Three class labels e, n, c are assigned
based on the relationship conveyed by (vi, si). Specifically,
e (entailment) represents vi ⊨ si, n (neutral) represents vi ⊭
si ∧ vi ⊭ ¬si, c (contradiction) represents vi ⊨ ¬si. Similar
but distinct, here we define the VE dataset in the GMNER
task as:

DGMNER(VE) = {(v1, s1, l1), · · · , (vt2 , st2 , lt2)}

where vi is the image, si is the named entity referring
expression, and li is the class label. Since the groundability
of each text named entity in the GMNER dataset is explicit,
DGMNER(VE) retains only two labels e and c.5 e represents that
si can be grounded in vi, and c represents that si cannot
be grounded in vi. During the training phase, the dataset
DGMNER(VE) defined above is utilized to fine-tune existing VE
models. And during the inference phase, only named entity
referring expressions that are considered groundable by the
fine-tuned VE model are input to the subsequent VG module.
Ungroundable named entity referring expressions are filtered
and specified with their entity grounding result as None.

2) Visual Grounding and Segmentation Module: The intro-
duction of the Entity Expansion Expression module alleviates
the differences between real-world named entities and noun
phrases. And the introduction of VE module effectively filters
ungroundable text inputs. Therefore, the EG task is naturally
unified with any existing VG method. Define the subset of all
groundable named entity samples in the GMNER dataset as:

DGMNER(VG) = {(v1, s1, r1), · · · , (vt3 , st3 , rt3)}

where vi is the image, si is the corresponding named entity
referring expression, and ri is the visual grounding region of
si. DGMNER(VG) is used to fine-tune the vanilla VG method.
Note that during the training phase, if si corresponds to

4For the fine-tuning process, we specify the text input as the named entity
along with the entity type. For the ungroundable text input, we define the 4D
gold label as (0, 0, 0, 0).

5Here, DGMNER(VE) and DSMNER(VE) are not distinguished and can be con-
sidered the same. This is because the Twitter-SMNER dataset is constructed
based on the Twitter-GMNER dataset. There is no significant difference in
the groundability of named entities in these two datasets.

multiple different ground truth bounding boxes, we designate
the bounding box with the largest area as the only gold label.

Additionally, because endowing the model with the ability
to output precise pixel-level object masks is more challenging
than endowing the model with the ability to output visual
object 4D coordinates, and the Twitter-SMNER training set
contains less than 5k groundable named entities, it is difficult
to obtain satisfactory performance by migrating the above
processing method for the VG models directly to the Reference
Expression Segmentation models [26], [24], [53].6 However,
a series of previous works [54], [55] show that it is feasible
to use the box position prompt to obtain the segmentation
mask of the main visual object in the box, and previous work
such as OpenSeeD [39] also shows that obtaining the region
mask based on the box position prompt is more effective than
predicting the region mask directly based on the text query.
We instead try to combine the localization capability of the
VG method and the zero-shot image segmentation ability of
the SAM [38]. Specifically, for any input sample (si,vi) in
the Twitter-SMNER dataset, the VE method trained on the
DGMNER(VE) is used to determine the groundability of the
named entity referring expression si. For si determined to be
groundable, the VG method trained on DGMNER(VG) is used to
predict the 4D coordinates of the visual object associated with
si, i.e., (rx1

i , ry1

i , r
x2
i , ry2

i ). SAM receives the 4D coordinates
and treats that coordinates as the box prompt, generating the
segmentation mask mi of si:

mi = SAM((rx1
i , ry1

i , r
x2
i , ry2

i ))

The capabilities of these powerful expert models are combined
to accomplish complex SMNER task. We also use this combi-
nation with existing GMNER methods [17] to construct three
SMNER baselines, and this process requires no additional
training or fine-tuning.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

1) Datasets: Detailed statistics of the datasets used by
different modules are shown in Table III. For the MNER task,
we conduct experiments on two classic MNER datasets, i.e.,
Twitter-2015 and Twitter-2017. Twitter-2015 is constructed
by Zhang et al. [2], and Twitter-2017 is constructed by Yu
et al. [4] based on the SNAP dataset [3]. For the GMNER
task, the experiments are based on the currently only Twitter-
GMNER dataset [17]. DGMNER(VE) and DGMNER(VG) used for
training and validating the VE and VG modules are subsets
of the Twitter-GMNER dataset. For the SMNER task, the
statistical results are based on our proposed Twitter-SMNER
dataset (detailed in § III). Additionally, the base training sets
of all datasets are constructed solely based on gpt-3.5-turbo.
And 4 different versions of LLMs (i.e., vicuna-7b-v1.5 [56],
vicuna-13b-v1.5 [56], llama-2-7b-chat-hf [57], llama-2-13b-
chat-hf [57]) are used to implement data augmentation of
the training data. All dev and test sets do not involve data
augmentation and are constructed based on gpt-3.5-turbo.

6Table X shows the detailed experimental test results.
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TABLE III
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS USED IN DIFFERENT MODULES. † REPRESENTS THE VERSION AFTER DATA AUGMENTATION.

Split MNER Module Datasets VE Module Datasets VG Module Datasets
#Twitter-2015 #Twitter-2015† #Twitter-2017 #Twitter-2017† #Twitter-GMNER #Twitter-GMNER† #DGMNER(VE) #D†

GMNER(VE) #DGMNER(VG) #D†
GMNER(VG)

Train 4000 20000 3373 16865 7000 35000 11777 58885 4733 23665
Dev 1000 1000 723 723 1500 1500 2447 2447 991 991
Test 3257 3257 723 723 1500 1500 2542 2542 1045 1045

Total 8257 24257 4819 18311 10000 38000 16766 63874 6769 25701

2) Model Configurations: For the MNER module, we
choose the backbone of UMT [4] as the vanilla MNER
model to extract multimodal fusion features. In the Heuristic
Enhanced Generation stage, the multimodal pre-training model
BLIP-2 [58] is used to extract short image captions for
images. The same BERTbase [10] and XLM-RoBERTalarge [59]
as in previous MNER research [4], [13], [14], [15] are
selected as text encoders. In the Entity Expansion Expres-
sion module, the multimodal pre-training model mPLUG-
Owl [60] is used to generate detailed image descriptions. For
the VE module, DGMNER(VE) and D†

GMNER(VE) are used for
training OFAlarge(VE) [27] and ALBEF-14M [28]. For the VG
module, DGMNER(VG) and D†

GMNER(VG) are used for training
OFAlarge(VG) [27] and SeqTR [24]. The version of SAM used
to output segmentation masks is ViT-H-SAM [38].

3) Implementation Details: Without being specified, all
training is based on a single 4090 GPU. The best models
selected on their respective dev sets are used for evaluation
on the test sets. Aligned with previous research [17], [40],
[41], precision (Pre.), recall (Rec.), and F1 score are utilized
for evaluating the model performance.

a) MNER Module: The number of in-context examples
used to prompt LLMs is set to 5. The maximum length of
text input is 256. We employ the AdamW optimizer [62] to
minimize the loss function, along with a warmup linear sched-
uler to control the learning rate. For all MNER experiments
with BERT, the batch size is 16, and the learning rate is
set to 5e-5 on the Twitter-2015, Twitter-2017, and Twitter-
GMNER datasets. The training epoch is set to 20. For all
MNER experiments with XLM-RoBERTa, the batch size is 4,
with a learning rate of 5e-6 on the Twitter-2015 dataset and
7e-6 on the Twitter-2017 and Twitter-GMNER datasets. The
training epoch is set to 25.

b) VE Module: For OFAlarge(VE), the learning rate is 2e-
5 and the batch size is 32. We employ the trie-based search
strategy to constrain the generated labels to the candidate set.
The training epoch is 6. For ALBEF-14M, the learning rate
is 2e-5 and the batch size is 24. We fine-tune for 5 epochs
on a single V100 32G GPU. The remaining details follow the
fine-tuning settings of OFA [27] and ALBEF [28] for VE.

c) VG Module: For OFAlarge(VG), the learning rate is
3e-5, the batch size is 32 and the training epoch is 10.
For SeqTR [24], as the pre-training weights of SeqTR are
not available, we use the checkpoint after pre-training and 5
epochs of fine-tuning on RefCOCO [23] as initial weights. 7

The maximum length of input text is 30, the learning rate is
5e-4, the batch size is 64. And visual encoder is YOLOv3 [63].

7https://github.com/seanzhuh/SeqTR

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON TWO CLASSIC MNER DATASETS.

RESULTS OF ALL BASELINE METHODS ARE DERIVED FROM
CORRESPONDING PAPERS. † DENOTES THAT THE TEXT ENCODER USED IS

BERTBASE . ⋄ DENOTES THAT THE TEXT ENCODER USED IS
XLM-ROBERTALARGE . THE MARKER * REFERS TO SIGNIFICANT TEST
P-VALUE < 0.05 WHEN COMPARING WITH ITA AND MORETEXT/IMAGE .

MNER Twitter-2015 Twitter-2017
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

BERTbase-CRF†
(Text only) [13] 75.56 73.88 74.71 86.10 83.85 84.96

UMT† [4] 71.67 75.23 73.41 85.28 85.34 85.31
UMGF† [5] 74.49 75.21 74.85 86.54 84.50 85.51
R-GCN† [16] 73.95 76.18 75.00 86.72 87.53 87.11
CAT-MNER† [13] 76.19 74.65 75.41 87.04 84.97 85.99
ITA† [14] - - 75.60 - - 85.72
MoRe†Wiki-Text [40] 73.31 74.43 73.86 85.92 86.75 86.34
MoRe†Wiki-Image [40] 73.16 74.64 73.89 85.49 86.38 85.94

PLIM†
LlaMA2-7B (Ours) 74.87 76.53 75.69 87.27 88.82 88.04

PLIM†
LlaMA2-13B (Ours) 74.75 77.45 76.08 86.74 87.89 87.31

PLIM†
Vicuna-7B (Ours) 74.70 77.72 76.18 88.26 87.34 87.80

PLIM†
Vicuna-13B (Ours) 74.95 76.80 75.86 87.11 87.82 87.46

PLIM†
ChatGPT (Ours) 75.84 77.76 76.79 89.09 90.08 89.58

PLIM†
Mix (Ours) 75.92 78.04 76.97* 89.24 90.19 89.71*

XLMRlarge-CRF⋄
(Text only) [40] 76.45 78.22 77.32 88.46 90.2 3 89.34

ITA⋄ [15] - - 78.03 - - 89.75
MoRe⋄Wiki-Text [15] - - 77.91 - - 89.50
MoRe⋄Wiki-Image [15] - - 78.13 - - 89.82
PLIM⋄

LlaMA2-7B (Ours) 78.16 79.57 78.86 90.12 91.19 90.66
PLIM⋄

LlaMA2-13B (Ours) 78.37 79.86 79.10 89.57 92.15 90.84
PLIM⋄

Vicuna-7B (Ours) 76.97 79.42 78.17 89.35 91.27 90.30
PLIM⋄

Vicuna-13B (Ours) 78.46 78.92 78.69 90.16 90.23 90.20
PLIM⋄

ChatGPT (Ours) 79.21 79.45 79.33 90.86 92.01 91.43
PLIM⋄

Mix (Ours) 79.10 79.78 79.44* 91.12 92.67 91.89*

The training epoch is 10. The remaining settings are consistent
with the VG fine-tuning strategy of OFA [27] and SeqTR [24].

B. Main Results

1) Results on MNER: Table IV shows the comparison of
the proposed MNER module and different baseline methods.
For fair comparison, the same set of methods uses the same
text encoder. All results are averages of three runs using
different random seeds. We present experimental results for
different LLMs as well as Mix versions. The datasets used
for experiments with individual LLM versions are constructed
by the respective LLM. The training set for the Mix version
includes data from all 5 LLMs, while the dev and test sets
are only constructed by ChatGPT. The results show that
LLMs with smaller parameters generally provide lower quality
knowledge than LLMs with larger parameters. Additional
external knowledge in different styles for the same samples
contributes to further enhancing the capabilities of the model.
Obviously, the performance of our MNER module surpasses

https://github.com/seanzhuh/SeqTR
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE TWITTER-GMNER AND TWITTER-SMNER DATASET.THE MODELS MARKED WITH † HAVE UNDERGONE DATA

AUGMENTATION. △ AND △† INDICATE THE IMPROVEMENT COMPARED WITH THE PREVIOUS SOTA METHOD H-INDEX.

Methods GMNER MNER EEG EES SMNER
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

UMT-RCNN-EVG [4] 49.16 51.48 50.29 77.89 79.28 78.58 53.55 56.08 54.78 - - - - - -
UMT-VinVL-EVG [4] 50.15 52.52 51.31 77.89 79.28 78.58 54.35 56.91 55.60 - - - - - -
UMGF-VinVL-EVG [5] 51.62 51.72 51.67 79.02 78.64 78.83 55.68 55.80 55.74 - - - - - -
ITA-VinVL-EVG [14] 52.37 50.77 51.56 80.40 78.37 79.37 56.57 54.84 55.69 54.17 52.38 53.26 50.09 48.43 49.25
BARTMNER-VinVL-EVG [61] 52.47 52.43 52.45 80.65 80.14 80.39 55.68 55.63 55.66 53.56 53.45 53.51 50.52 50.22 50.37
H-Index [17] 56.16 56.67 56.41 79.37 80.10 79.73 60.90 61.46 61.18 58.91 59.54 59.22 54.24 54.82 54.53

RiVEGBERT (ours) 64.03 63.57 63.80 83.12 82.66 82.89 67.16 66.68 66.92 64.18 63.73 63.96 61.09 60.66 60.88
RiVEGXLMR (ours) 65.09 66.68 65.88 84.80 84.23 84.51 67.97 69.63 68.79 64.90 66.48 65.68 62.10 63.61 62.85
△ +8.93 +10.01 +9.47 +5.43 +4.13 +4.78 +7.07 +8.17 +7.61 +5.99 +6.94 +6.46 +7.86 +8.79 +8.32

RiVEG†
BERT (ours) 65.10 66.96 66.02 83.02 85.40 84.19 68.21 70.18 69.18 65.04 66.91 65.96 62.08 63.86 62.95

RiVEG†
XLMR (ours) 67.02 67.10 67.06 85.71 86.16 85.94 69.97 70.06 70.01 66.75 66.83 66.79 63.88 63.96 63.92

△† +10.86 +10.43 +10.65 +6.34 +6.06 +6.21 +9.07 +8.60 +8.83 +7.84 +7.29 +7.57 +9.64 +9.14 +9.39

the two SoTA methods MoRe [15] and ITA [14]. This indicates
that the quality of external knowledge retrieved from LLMs
is higher than that retrieved from Wikipedia. We also observe
that MoRe performs worse than simple baseline methods in
some cases. This is because auxiliary knowledge derived from
Wikipedia may be redundant or contain irrelevant content.
The above experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed MNER module.

2) Results on GMNER: Table V shows the comparison
between RiVEG and existing GMNER methods. Following
Yu et al. [17], we also count the MNER and Entity Ex-
traction & Grounding (EEG) results. EEG focuses solely
on extracting entity-region pairs without considering entity
types. RiVEG achieves significant advantages over baseline
methods. Without any data augmentation involved, RiVEG
outperforms the previous SoTA method H-index by 9.47%,
4.78%, and 7.61% on all three tasks, respectively. After data
augmentation, the lead further extends to 10.65%, 6.21%, and
8.83%. This demonstrates the rationality and effectiveness of
the proposed framework. We maximize the performance of
MNER to mitigate the error propagation in GMNER task,
leverage the characteristics of the VG method to naturally
bypass region feature pre-extraction, and address the weak
correlation between images and text by leveraging a dedicated
VE module. Note that the modular design of RiVEG allows it
to benefit from any subsequent independent module research
and achieve further performance improvements.

3) Results on SMNER: Table V also shows the SMNER
results of the proposed RiVEG framework. As there are no
existing SMNER baselines, we extend three of the most
advanced GMNER baseline methods in the same manner,
leveraging the localization capability of GMNER methods to
prompt SAM in form of boxes. We also count the Entity
Extraction & Segmentation (EES) subtask, which only focuses
on the correctness of extracted entity-mask pairs. The exper-
imental results demonstrate the feasibility of combining the
visual object localization capability of any GMNER method
with the zero-shot image segmentation capability of SAM
to accomplish the SMNER task. The performance loss from
boxes to masks is minimal, with the F1 score of all methods
decreasing by only about 2%-3%. Additionally, due to the

TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDY OF PLIM MODULE.

Categories Twitter-2015 Twitter-2017
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

w/o Auxiliary Knowledge 76.45 78.22 77.32 88.46 90.23 89.34
w/o Manually Annotated Samples 77.56 78.82 78.19 89.63 90.50 90.06
w/o MSEAN=1 78.15 79.01 78.58 90.49 90.82 90.65
w/o MSEAN=5 78.11 79.82 78.95 90.62 91.49 91.05
w/o MSEAN=10 78.47 79.21 78.84 90.54 91.77 91.15
MSEAN=1 78.40 79.21 78.76 89.90 91.63 90.76
MSEAN=5 79.21 79.45 79.33 90.86 92.01 91.43
MSEAN=10 78.58 79.67 79.12 90.54 92.08 91.30

stronger capabilities in MNER and GMNER of RiVEG, our
approach demonstrates significant superiority in the SMNER
task. Without involving any data augmentation, RiVEG out-
performs the best baseline method H-index by 6.46% and
8.32% on EES and SMNER task. After data augmentation, the
advantage further expands to 7.57% and 9.39%, respectively.

C. Detailed Analysis

1) Ablation Study of MNER: In ablation experiments shown
in Table VI, we remove manually annotated samples and
the MSEA module used to guide LLMs respectively. The
backbone of this experiment is XLM-RoBERTalarge-CRF, and
the LLM is gpt-3.5-turbo. w/o Manually Annotated Samples
means letting the LLM directly provide explanations without
any in-context example prompts. w/o MSEA means using a
fixed set of randomly selected manually annotated examples
for prompting. First, the results indicate that the performance
can be improved regardless of how the external knowledge
is constructed. Secondly, compared with knowledge generated
without guidance, the quality of content generated with guid-
ance is higher, and further marginal gains can be achieved by
using more relevant examples. But more in-context examples
are not always better, as too many in-context examples may
introduce noise.

2) Exploration of More Visual Variants of RiVEG: Ta-
ble VII shows the performance of more RiVEG visual variants.
We additionally select the classic multimodal pre-training
method ALBEF [28] for the VE module and the classic VG
method SeqTR [24] for the VG module. The experimental
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TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT VISUAL VARIANTS OF RIVEG. VARIANTS FROM THE SAME SET HAVE THE SAME MNER RESULTS, SINCE

KEEPING THE MNER MODULE CONSTANT CAN CLEARLY ILLUSTRATE THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT VE AND VG METHODS ON PERFORMANCE.

Visual Variants of RiVEG GMNER MNER EEG EES SMNER
MNER-VE-VG Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

Baseline (H-Index [17]) 56.16 56.67 56.41 79.37 80.10 79.73 60.90 61.46 61.18 58.91 59.54 59.22 54.24 54.82 54.53

w/o Data Augmentation (ChatGPT)

PLIM-OFAlarge(VE)-SeqTR 57.06 58.46 57.75 84.80 84.23 84.51 59.79 61.25 60.51 57.86 59.42 58.63 55.23 56.67 55.94
PLIM-ALBEF-14M-SeqTR 57.45 58.85 58.14 84.80 84.23 84.51 60.25 61.72 60.98 58.19 59.72 58.95 55.46 56.90 56.17
PLIM-ALBEF-14M-OFAlarge(VG) 64.56 66.13 65.33 84.80 84.23 84.51 67.47 69.12 68.29 65.28 66.88 66.07 62.37 63.89 63.12
PLIM-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 65.09 66.68 65.88 84.80 84.23 84.51 67.97 69.63 68.79 64.90 66.48 65.68 62.10 63.61 62.85

Data Augmentation (Mix)

PLIM-OFAlarge(VE)-SeqTR 59.03 59.10 59.06 85.71 86.16 85.94 61.85 61.93 61.89 59.65 59.81 59.73 56.93 57.05 56.99
PLIM-ALBEF-14M-SeqTR 59.14 59.22 59.18 85.71 86.16 85.94 62.01 62.09 62.05 60.06 60.18 60.12 57.27 57.39 57.33
PLIM-ALBEF-14M-OFAlarge(VG) 66.12 66.20 66.16 85.71 86.16 85.94 68.99 69.07 69.03 66.32 66.40 66.36 63.53 63.60 63.57
PLIM-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 67.02 67.10 67.06 85.71 86.16 85.94 69.97 70.06 70.01 66.75 66.83 66.79 63.88 63.96 63.92

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT TEXT VARIANTS OF RIVEG. HERE WE FIX THE VE MODULE AND VG MODULE UNCHANGED. † INDICATES THAT THE

MODULE UNDERGOES DATA AUGMENTATION.

Text Variants of RiVEG GMNER MNER EEG EES SMNER
MNER-VE-VG Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

Baseline (H-Index [17]) 56.16 56.67 56.41 79.37 80.10 79.73 60.90 61.46 61.18 58.91 59.54 59.22 54.24 54.82 54.53

w/o Data Augmentation (ChatGPT)

PLIMBERT-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 64.03 63.57 63.80 83.12 82.66 82.89 67.16 66.68 66.92 64.18 63.73 63.96 61.09 60.66 60.88
PLIMXLMR-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 65.09 66.68 65.88 84.80 84.23 84.51 67.97 69.63 68.79 64.90 66.48 65.68 62.10 63.61 62.85

Data Augmentation (Mix)

PLIMBERT-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 65.10 66.96 66.02 83.02 85.40 84.19 68.21 70.18 69.18 65.04 66.91 65.96 62.08 63.86 62.95
PLIMXLMR-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 67.02 67.10 67.06 85.71 86.16 85.94 69.97 70.06 70.01 66.75 66.83 66.79 63.88 63.96 63.92

w/o Auxiliary Refined Knowledge in MNER

BERT-CRF-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 61.16 59.95 60.55 78.93 77.47 78.19 65.33 64.04 64.68 62.56 61.33 61.94 58.59 57.44 58.01
BERT-CRF-OFA†

large(VE)-OFA†
large(VG) 62.16 60.94 61.54 78.93 77.47 78.19 66.29 64.99 65.63 63.40 62.16 62.77 59.39 58.22 58.80

XLMR-CRF-OFAlarge(VE)-OFAlarge(VG) 63.89 64.24 64.06 82.68 83.13 82.90 67.45 67.82 67.63 64.52 64.87 64.69 60.99 61.33 61.16
XLMR-CRF-OFA†

large(VE)-OFA†
large(VG) 64.67 65.03 64.85 82.68 83.13 82.90 68.11 68.49 68.30 65.14 65.50 65.32 61.70 62.04 61.87

results indicate that even without considering any data aug-
mentation, the weakest variant exhibits highly competitive
results compared with the baseline method. After data aug-
mentation, all visual variants outperform the baseline method.
The combination of stronger methods typically yields better
performance. And we also observe a significant performance
gap between SeqTR and OFA, which may be attributed to
the text representation method adopted by SeqTR. The GRU
vocabulary of SeqTR is constructed solely based on the
training and validation data in DGMNER(VG) or D†

GMNER(VG),
which may result in difficulties in handling out-of-vocabulary
words during its inference process.

3) Exploration of More Text Variants of RiVEG: Table VIII
explores additional text variants of RiVEG. We fix the VE and
VG modules, then replace XLM-RoBERTalarge with BERTbase
in the MNER module, and remove the external knowledge
generated by LLMs. The main conclusions are as follows:
1) The weaker text encoder clearly results in weaker MNER
performance, leading to more pronounced error propagation
and a decrease in GMNER and SMNER performance. 2) The
MNER results demonstrate that the introduction of auxiliary
refined knowledge significantly enhances performance. This
once again validates the effectiveness of the proposed MNER

module. 3) Experiments with the BERT in the w/o Auxiliary
Refined Knowledge group suggest that even when the MNER
performance is nearly identical to that of the baseline, RiVEG
still significantly outperforms the baseline in GMNER and
SMNER. This underscores the effectiveness of reformulating
the overall task. 4) The tests in the w/o Auxiliary Refined
Knowledge group also validate the effectiveness of data aug-
mentation. When facing similar MNER results, the VE and
VG methods enhanced with data augmentation achieve better
GMNER and SMNER results. 5) All 14 variants in Table VII
and Table VIII further demonstrate that combining the local-
ization capability of VG methods and the zero-shot image
segmentation capability of SAM can effectively accomplish
the SMNER task, with only minimal performance loss.

4) Exploration of Entity Expansion Expressions Con-
structed by Different LLMs: The named entity expansion ex-
pressions generated by different LLMs vary. Fig. 7 shows the
performance of the same VE and VG models on DGMNER(VE)
and DGMNER(VG) constructed by different LLMs. Mix indicates
merging the training data of the remaining four LLMs on the
basis of the dataset constructed by ChatGPT. The text input of
the Baseline consists solely of the original named entities and
entity types. Clearly, using named entity referring expressions
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Fig. 7. Exploring entity expansion expressions from various LLMs.

TABLE IX
ABLATION STUDY OF NAMED ENTITY REFERRING EXPRESSIONS.

VE Module Text Input (Acc.) ALBEF OFAlarge(VE)

Named Entity + Entity Type 80.39 82.08
Entity Expansion Expression 81.76 81.40
Named Entity Referring Expression 83.36 84.30

VG Module Text Input (Prec@0.5) SeqTR OFAlarge(VG)

Named Entity + Entity Type 67.27 72.40
Entity Expansion Expression 71.72 71.10
Named Entity Referring Expression 72.10 73.90

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT METHODS OF OBTAINING

SEGMENTATION MASKS.

Segmentation Method mIoU

Text Query-Based

SeqTR [24] 56.34
UNINEXT-R50 [26] 58.66

Box Prompt-Based

OFAlarge(VE) [27] + ViT-H-SAM [38] 62.12

as text inputs are superior to using original named entities. The
quality of expansion expressions generated by stronger LLMs
is higher than that of weaker LLMs. And mixing more diverse
styles of generated data in training data can further enhance
performance in some cases.

5) Named Entity Referring Expressions Analysis: Table IX
shows the performance of VE and VG methods when faced
with different types of the text input. The text input of
DGMNER(VE) and DGMNER(VG) constructed from ChatGPT is
split into named entities along with entity types, and entity
expansion expressions. The results indicate that different meth-
ods are suitable for different types of text inputs. Unified
frameworks like OFA [27] are less affected by fine-grained
real-world named entities due to their extensive pre-training
on a large amount of data. And the impact is more significant
for task-specific methods like SeqTR [24]. Different methods
exhibit different characteristics, but the proposed hybrid named
entity referring expressions, which balance between coarse-
grained and fine-grained representations, yield the best perfor-
mance across all methods.

6) Comparison Between Text Query-Based and Box
Prompt-Based Segmentation Masks Prediction: Table X shows
the comparison between two different methods of obtaining
segmentation masks. Specifically, the training data for the two
text-query based methods consist of named entity referring
expression-mask pairs. These methods directly output segmen-

Fig. 8. The impact of different IoU thresholds on GMNER and SMNER
tasks.

Gold Label：RT @Evode7: Actor Idris Elba[PER] became the first male to make                 

the cover of Maxim[ORG].

MoRe：RT @Evode7: Actor Idris Elba[PER] ✔ became the first male to make the 

cover of Maxim[MISC] ✖.

PLIM (Ours)：RT @Evode7: Actor Idris Elba[PER] ✔ became the first male to 

make the cover of Maxim[ORG] ✔.

Auxiliary Refined Knowledge (Ours):

Named entities: 1. Idris Elba (person/actor)  2. Maxim (magazine)

Reasoning: The sentence directly mentions Idris Elba, a well-known actor who has appeared in various films and 
television shows. The sentence also mentions Maxim, a men's lifestyle magazine that features various topics such as 
fashion, technology, and entertainment. The image of Idris Elba on the cover of Maxim magazine serves as visual 
support or proof of the claim made in the sentence that he has become the first male to make the cover. Overall, the 
named entities in the sentence correspond directly to the content of the image, leaving no room for ambiguity or 
disconnection between the two.

MoRe Text Retrieval Result:

<e:Idris Elba>Idris Elba OBE [ 100 Great Black Britons ] <e:Idris Elba>Idris Elba as Max [ 100 Streets ] 100 Streets is a British <e:Drama (film and 
television)>drama film directed by Jim O'Hanlon and starring <e:Idris Elba>Idris Elba. It made its debut in the United Kingdom on 11 November 2016, before being 
released in American cinemas and on video-on-demand on 13 January 2017 by <e:Samuel Goldwyn Films>Samuel Goldwyn Films. [ 100 Streets ] The Hindustan 
Times claims that their magazine Brunch coined the term. Initially the term applied only to the lead male actor. Komal Nahta stated that "excluding women from the 
group is characteristic of an industry which exercises gender discrimination more than other industries." By 2013, the usage had expanded to variously include the 
film itself, the director, and the lead female actor. The <e:2013 Zee Cine Awards>Zee Cine Awards added a category "The Power Club Box Office" to recognise
directors whose films had reached the 100 crore mark. The 100 Crore Club designation has replaced previous Bollywood indications of success which had included 
great music, the "Silver Jubilee" or the "Diamond Jubilee" (films that ran for 75 weeks in theatres). [ 100 Crore Club ] In the staged production, "M" performs in the 
midst of a three-dimensional, holographic set. In the classic sense of the word melodrama, the role is performed by an actor in a spoken monologue over music. 
Although in the world premiere, "M" was played by a male actor, the character was played alternately by female actor Jodie Long and male actor Patrick O'Connell 
in many of the US performances.

Fig. 9. A case study on how information obtained through different methods
affects MNER predictions.

tation masks based on the input text queries. And the training
data for the box prompt-based method consists of named entity
referring expression-box pairs. This method first predicts the
box corresponding to the text query through visual grounding,
and then prompts SAM to obtain the segmentation mask
of the main visual object within the box. The results show
that the two-stage box prompt-based method outperforms the
single-stage text query-based method significantly. This may
be attributed to the insufficient training data in the SMNER
dataset, which limits the performance of text query-based
segmentation methods. VG methods have lower requirements
on the amount of data, and the emergence of SAM makes it
possible to obtain the segmentation mask of the main visual
object from boxes. Therefore, at the current stage, the idea of
obtaining segmentation masks based on box prompts may be
more suitable for the SMNER task.

7) Sensitivity Analysis of IoU Threshold: We also evaluate
the performance of four RiVEG variants in Table V under
different IoU thresholds for the GMNER and SMNER tasks.
Fig. 8 illustrates that as the IoU threshold increases, the per-
formance of all variants gradually decreases. The performance
of GMNER is less affected by the increase in IoU threshold
compared with SMNER. Additionally, the comparison be-
tween RiVEG†

BERT and RiVEGXLMR further demonstrates the
effectiveness of data augmentation. After data augmentation,
the performance of RiVEG†

BERT is nearly identical to that
of RiVEGXLMR without data augmentation at the 0.5 thresh-
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In other fashion news... Russell 

Westbrook[PER] tonight. 

#NBAStyle #OKCThunder[ORG]

Russell 
Westbrook 
（PER）

Russell Westbrook (PER) 
— A basketball player.

OKCThunder (ORG) —
A professional basketball team.

StephenCurry (PER) — A professional 
basketball player featured in the text.

NBA (ORG) — The National Basketball 
Association (NBA) is a professional 
basketball league.

Warriors (ORG) — A professional 
basketball team.

#NBA[ORG] Rumors: #StephenCurry[PER] 

Could Return To The #Warriors [ORG]

Lineup T...

Stephen
Curry
（PER）

Emma Watson (PER) — An actress 
attending a film premiere.

Tribeca Film Festival (OTHER) — A 
film festival that takes place in …

Emma Watson[PER] Sexy Legs 

Show At “Boulevard” Premiere At 

Tribeca Film Festival[OTHER] …

Emma Watson 
(PER) 

#LionelMessi[PER]'s bride 

#antonellaRoccuzzo[PER] 'first lady of 

football' |

LionelMessi (PER) — A professional 
football (soccer) player.

antonellaRoccuzzo (PER) — A woman 
associated with Lionel Messi, known as 
the "first lady of football".

Lionel
Messi
（PER）

antonella
Roccuzzo
（PER）

RT @Max33Verstappen: Just 

picked up my carrera[OTHER] 

......Bike! 

carrera (OTHER) — A brand 
or model of bike.

carrera
(OTHER)

Did you notice that #Hermione[PER] waited 

six #Harry Potter[OTHER] books to give 

Ron[PER] a..

Hermione
（PER）

Ron
（PER）

Hermione (PER) — A female character 
in the Harry Potter books.

Harry Potter (OTHER) — A popular 
book series about the adventures of a 
young wizard.

Ron (PER) — A character from the 
Harry Potter book series.

Robert Downey Jr[PER]. paid a 

visit to the Great Ormond Street 

Hospital[LOC] in London[LOC]

and met young super fans 💯👌

Robert Downey Jr (PER) — An actor 
known for portraying Iron Man in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe.

Great Ormond Street Hospital (LOC)
— A children's hospital in London.

London (LOC) — A city in England.

Robert 
Downey Jr 

(PER) 

RT @guardian: Harriette Thompson[PER], 

92, becomes oldest woman to complete a 

marathon

Harriette Thompson (PER) —
An elderly woman who has become the 
oldest woman to complete a marathon.

Harriette 
Thompson 

(PER) 

RT @BuzzFeed: Internet Explorer

[OTHER] is finally being killed after 

years of merciless mockery

Internet Explorer (OTHER) — A 
web browser that is being 
discontinued after being mocked for 
many years.

Internet 
Explorer 
(OTHER) 

Golden State Warriors[ORG] win NBA[ORG]

championship against Cleveland Cavaliers

[ORG]

Golden State Warriors (ORG) —
A professional basketball team.

NBA (ORG) — A professional basketball 
league in the United States.

Cleveland Cavaliers (ORG) —
A professional basketball team.

Golden State 
Warriors 

(ORG) 

Fig. 10. Qualitative examples of the proposed RiVEG. For each original
image-text pair, the subsequent image shows the grounding and segmentation
results of the named entities. The text below the image presents the predicted
named entities and the constructed expansion expressions.

old, indicating that data augmentation enhances the overall
capability of the framework. Furthermore, RiVEG†

BERT with
data augmentation is more adapted to higher IoU thresholds,
indicating that data augmentation endows the VG module with
more accurate visual localization capability.

8) Case Study: Fig. 9 illustrates how externally acquired
knowledge impacts MNER performance. In this case, the
knowledge retrieved from Wikipedia may not be closely
related to the original sample, introducing unnecessary noise
to the model. However, the external knowledge generated
by guiding LLMs provides simple and direct explanations
tailored to the original sample, effectively assisting the model
in making correct predictions.

In Fig. 10, we provide some case studies to intuitively
demonstrate RiVEG prediction performance on challenging
samples. These predictions reflect several characteristics: 1)
RiVEG can accurately assess the groundability of predicted
entities and correctly locate and segment groundable entities.
And even in the presence of multiple potential objects in the
image, our method can select the correct one, e.g., Russell
Westbrook, Robert Downey Jr, and Emma Watson. 2) When

multiple groundable named entities appear in the same image,
RiVEG predictions are all correct without confusion, e.g.,
Hermione & Ron, LionelMessi & antonellaRoccuzzo. This
may be attributed to our design of entity expansion expressions
accurately describing the characteristics of entities, such as
“Hermione (PER) – A female character” and “antonellaRoc-
cuzzo (PER) – A woman associated with Lionel Messi”.
These features contribute to more accurate localization of the
corresponding visual objects. 3) The performance on entities
beyond PER type is also excellent, e.g., carrera, Internet
Explorer. 4) The segmentation masks obtained through box
prompts are accurate in most cases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a unified framework RiVEG
that spans across MNER, GMNER, and SMNER tasks. This
framework aims to reformulate the entire task as a joint
stage of named entity recognition & expansion and named
entity grounding & segmentation. This reformulation naturally
addresses two major limitations of existing GMNER methods
and endows the framework with unlimited data and model
scalability by unifying VG and EG. Additionally, we construct
a new SMNER task and the corresponding Twitter-SMNER
dataset to achieve finer-grained multimodal information extrac-
tion. Our practical experiments demonstrate the feasibility of
utilizing SAM to enhance any GMNER model for accomplish-
ing the SMNER task. And extensive experiments demonstrate
that RiVEG significantly outperforms SoTA methods on the
four datasets across three tasks. This work does not focus
on modifications to the model architectures within modules,
but emphasizes the coordination and complementarity between
different modules. We hope that RiVEG can serve as a solid
baseline to inspire any related research, ultimately leading to
better solutions for these tasks.
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